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Minutes 

Architectural Review Board 
Village/Town of Mount Kisco 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 

7:30 pm 

 
 

Meeting called to order at 7:40 pm, Wednesday, October 19, 2011, at the 

Municipal Building, Mount Kisco, New York. 

 
Members Present:   Chairman Kevin Kelly  

Bruce Hartleben 

Anne Houck  

Patty Kiernan 
Jim MacDonald 

 

Members Absent:  None 

 

Staff Present:   None 
 

Staff Absent:  Austin Cassidy 

 

New Cases: 
 

1.  Land Rover/Range Rover    Case #ARB11-20 

 299 Kisco Avenue     Signage 

Mount Kisco, NY 10549   
 

Chairman Kelly called the first case, Land Rover/Range Rover – 299 Kisco 

Avenue.  Michael Colamussi from North Shore Neon Sign Company 

appeared before the Board. 

 
Mr. Colamussi stated they are submitting an application before the Board 

to get two signs approved, one on the north wall and one on the south 

wall.  Chairman Kelly asked if the applicant wanted to add Range Rover 

signage to the building.  Mr. Colamussi stated yes.  He explained that 
Range Rover is now another franchise, and is a separate entity individual 

from Land Rover.   

 

The south elevation currently has an existing Land Rover sign and an 
existing Volvo sign.  The applicant is looking to move the Land Rover sign 

over to the left and install the Ranger Rover sign in between.  Mr. 

Colamussi stated that the Range Rover signs are stencil cut metal cabinet 

signs.  The letters are pushed through formed letters.  The letters light up 
white at night and the background is opaque.  Mr. Colamussi stated that 

they would also like to replace the Land Rover sign face.  He explained 

that it would be the exact same sign, and they would just install a 

replacement lens.  Chairman Kelly asked if he was coming before the 

Board to approve the Land Rover sign in addition to the Ranger Rover 
signs?  Mr. Colamussi stated no, he thought that it was just the refacing of 

the same cabinet and graphic.  He also said that if they need to submit 

another application and fee for the Land Rover sign he would have no 

problem doing so.  Chairman Kelly questioned if the Land Rover sign is a 
compliant sign.  Chairman Kelly also stated that tonight the Board would 

only concentrate on the Range Rover signs.  He said that we would need 

to find out if the Land Rover sign is a compliant sign. 
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Chairman Kelly asked if the new sign on the pylon was going to have a 

green background.  Mr. Colamussi stated that was correct.  He said that it 

was basically constructed the same way as the one on the south end of 
the building.  He said that it was his belief that the background sign colors 

would match the color of the towers.  He stated that he personally would 

have had it the other way around, but he guesses they want the signs to 

blend in with the building rather than stand out more.  Chairman Kelly 
stated that he doesn’t understand having two different color backgrounds.  

Mr. Colamussi stated that he didn’t necessarily agree with it but basically 

if the sign is on a light color wall or a white color wall they go with the 

light color background, and any sign going on a green tower will have a 
green color background.  Mr. Colamussi also stated that if the Board said 

that both signs need to be green that they would not have an issue doing 

that.  Chairman Kelly stated that for example both Volvo and Land Rover 

have the same colors on both sides.   
 

Jim MacDonald asked what the existing depth of the signs are.  Mr. 

Colamussi stated that he did not know off hand but he believes the depth 

is probably about eight inches.  Jim MacDonald also asked how the 

spacing was going to be located?  Mr. Colamussi said he wasn’t given a 
specific on the spacing but normally he would go with getting three equal 

spaces using the wall.  He stated that usually when he lays things out he 

tends to want more space on the sides than anything in between.   

 
Chairman Kelly stated that he believes both signs should have a green 

background.  Chairman Kelly stated that if the Land Rover sign is a 

compliant sign that is going to go in the same location and nobody on the 

Board had an issue with the refacing of the Land Rover sign, the motion 
will include the Land Rover sign. 

 

Motion:  Jim MacDonald made the motion to accept the signage for 

Land Rover/Range Rover at 299 Kisco Avenue with the 

modifications that the Ranger Rover signs on both sides match in 
the green background color, that the spacing on the south 

elevation is equal and consistent with the mullions, and if the Land 

Rover sign turns out to be compliant that we accept the refacing of 

the Land Rover sign.  Patty Kiernan seconded the motion.  All 
ayes. 

 

2. Jnana Juice      Case #ARB11-21 

 255 North Bedford Road    Signage  
 Mount Kisco, NY 10549 

 

Chairman Kelly called the second case, Jnana Juice – 255 North Bedford 

Road.  Nobody showed up to represent the application. 
 

3. Canine Kindergarten     Case #ARB11-22 

 333 North Bedford Road    Signage 

 Mount Kisco, NY 10549 

 
Chairman Kelly called the third case, Canine Kindergarten – 333 North 

Bedford Road.  Elise Cohen who is one of the owners appeared before the 

Board. 

 
Chairman Kelly explained that Canine Kindergarten had to appear before 

the Board because when their architect appeared before the Board the last 

time there was talk of tentative signage in the future but no actual sign 

was ever presented.   
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Chairman Kelly asked if the sign was proposed over the only entrance.  

Ms. Cohen stated yes.  Ms. Cohen explained that the sign consisted of a 

portion of their logo.  Chairman Kelly stated that he did not see any 
lighting presented in the application.  Ms. Cohen stated that her 

understanding is that there is a light above the canopy on the building.  

Jim MacDonald questioned how deep the proposed letters are.  Ms. Cohen 

stated that the letters are the four inch deep fabricated steel which was in 
the guidelines they had to follow.  She also stated that the letters are cut 

out.  Jim MacDonald stated that his only concern was that the support for 

the canopy is actually shown in the middle of the dog.  Ms. Cohen stated 

that was true and she is assuming that when they install the sign they can 
just move it over.  Chairman Kelly also stated that it could just be the way 

it was photo shopped.   

 

Motion:  Patty Kiernan made the motion to accept the proposed 
sign for Canine Kindergarten at The Park as presented.  Bruce 

Hartleben seconded the motion.  All ayes. 

 

4. New Dimensions Remodeling   Case #ARB11-23 

 73 East Way      Second floor  
 Mount Kisco, NY 10549    addition 

 

Chairman Kelly called the fourth case, New Dimensions Remodeling – 73 

East Way.  Vince Fazio appeared before the Board. 
 

Mr. Fazio explained that what his client would like to do is a second floor 

addition, essentially matching all the materials that are there currently.  

He stated the addition will be beige in color, have white vinyl windows, 
white gutters, and charcoal asphalt roof shingles.   

 

Jim MacDonald asked if the new roof asphalt shingles will be throughout 

the existing?  Mr. Fazio stated yes that everything would be getting new 

shingles.  Anne Houck asked if the existing first floor siding will remain?  
Mr. Fazio stated yes, it will not be replaced with new siding.  Anne Houck 

asked if the new siding will match in color and material?  Mr. Fazio stated 

yes it would.  Patty Kiernan asked what they are proposing to do with 

shutters?  Mr. Fazio stated that they did not want shutters on the second 
floor, and they are not sure if they are going to leave the ones on the first 

floor that are presently there.  Bruce Hartleben asked if on the left and 

right side elevations are the existing windows going to be removed.  Mr. 

Fazio explained that they don’t fall in the right place on the plan so they 
can either be left and painted black or taken away.  Mr. Fazio explained 

that the windows are going to be casement windows on the second floor 

and that they meet egress.  Jim MacDonald stated that it looks like the 

first floor windows are different.  He said they look like casement windows 
too but without grids.  Anne Houck stated that they are not double hung 

windows.   

 

Jim MacDonald asked if any thought was given by the client to do some 

sort of entry cover.  Mr. Fazio explained that they are on a tight budget 
and that this was all they could afford to do.  Mr. Fazio also said that they 

planned for a second bathroom, and it will be roughed out.  Jim 

MacDonald stated that although they were consistent with the casement 

windows, adding of the grid is very different.  For consistency he would 
suggest either adding them down below or just remove them.  He stated 

that the other issue he has is the shutters being down below and not 

above.  Anne Houck stated that she agrees.  Anne Houck stated that the 

shutters on the lower half are so obviously not real shutters and that they 
appear to be just screwed on.  Anne Houck stated if they wanted to 
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extend the addition in a more plausible way on the second floor it might 

help.  She stated that the language of the first floor windows and the 

language of the second floor windows is very different.  Chairman Kelly 
stated that the only issue he sees with the shutters is that the two 

extreme outside windows may have to be shifted over a few inches 

because it looks very tight.  Jim MacDonald stated that he agreed.  

Chairman Kelly stated that the Board cannot require adding grills on the 
lower windows but they are suggesting adding grills on the lower 

windows.  Mr. Fazio asked if the Board was requiring the shutters.  

Chairman Kelly stated yes, they are requiring shutters on the front of the 

house.   
 

Motion:  Jim MacDonald made the motion to accept the application 

for 73 East Way for a second floor addition with the modifications 

to add the shutters to the front façade on the second level which 
may require the outside windows to move slightly in, and a 

recommendation to add the grids to the lower windows for 

continuity.  Anne Houck seconded the motion.  All ayes. 

 

5. Scott May      Case #ARB11-24 
77 Willetts Road    Residential  

 Mount Kisco, NY 10549   Addition/Renovation 

 

Chairman Kelly called the fifth case, Scott May– 77 Willetts Road.  Michael 
Piccirillo appeared before the Board. 

 

Mr. Piccirillo explained that they were proposing to do a number of things 

to the existing house.  He stated they would like to add a new portico 
front entry, add a whole new roof and roof line, increase the pitch of the 

house, renovate the existing side porch, and an addition to the rear of the 

house with a new kitchen and bathroom.  The existing finish is stucco, 

which is in terrible shape so they are going to change it to a fiber cement 

smooth clap board.  All the exterior trim will be azek.  The windows will be 
Anderson 400 series vinyl clad windows.  The existing house does have 

shutters so they will be replacing the shutters in the front only. 

 

Chairman Kelly asked if he is really proposing an arch top door.  Mr. 
Piccirillo stated that they just put that in the application but in the end the 

client does not have an arch top door now and will probably not end up 

picking an arch top door.  Chairman Kelly asked if the light line was really 

a radius light line?  Mr. Piccirillo stated yes.  Jim MacDonald asked if that 
was going to be set back?  Mr. Piccirillo stated that it will be at the fascia 

line so it will not be set back.  Chairman Kelly asked if it is just beyond the 

rake itself.  Mr. Piccirillo stated yes.  Chairman Kelly stated that if that 

was the case then it will be set back just a couple of inches.  Mr. Piccirillo 
explained that it was meant to produce more visual light in and not to 

make the portico too heavy.  Anne Houck asked what the materials of the 

columns are.  Mr. Piccirillo stated that they are fiberglass.  Jim MacDonald 

asked if the front porch is stone clad or wood.  Mr. Piccirillo stated that it 

is blue stone.  Chairman Kelly asked what is going on behind the radius 
cut?  Mr. Piccirillo said it will carry through.  Chairman Kelly asked if they 

are going to do a barrel vault?  Mr. Piccirillo stated yes, it will be a shallow 

vault.    

 
Jim MacDonald stated that proportionally in the front what keeps jumping 

out is that the columns have a certain proportion and the brackets up top 

seem out of character.  Anne Houck asked if there was a way to bulk up 

the brackets up top.  Mr. Piccirillo stated they absolutely could bulk up the 
brackets.  Anne Houck stated that would give more importance to the 
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brackets and make them visually pop without having to do anything too 

dramatic. 

 
Chairman Kelly asked if they were going to install railings on the front 

porch.  Mr. Piccirillo stated no, that the porch was less than four risers so 

railings are not required.  Chairman Kelly asked if the chimney is going to 

be going taller?  Mr. Piccirillo stated yes, they are going to make it taller 
and they are going to match the stone.  Bruce Hartleben asked what the 

brackets in the front are going to look like?  Mr. Piccirillo stated that it will 

be there typical bracket, which means it would have a two inch backplate 

in an L shape and it will be a solid bracket.  Bruce Hartleben stated he 
wasn’t sure if they would have enough room because of the gable sticking 

out.  Chairman Kelly stated that the SP-1 drawing shows how it will look.  

Bruce Hartleben stated it is hard to tell what is the first floor and what is 

the second floor.   
 

Motion:  Anne Houck made the motion to accept the application for 

the renovation of 77 Willetts Road with the recommendation that 

the brackets above the entrance way that are supporting the 

façade gable above the entrance way be enlarged to be in better 
proportion to the front façade entry.  Patty Kiernan seconded the 

motion.  All ayes. 

 

6. Neo Bistro      Case #ARB11-25 
 69 South Moger Avenue   Window installation 

 Mount Kisco, NY 10549 

 

Chairman Kelly called the sixth case, Neo Bistro– 69 South Moger Avenue.  
Peter Castellucci from Salem Property Management appeared before the 

Board. 

 

Mr. Castellucci explained that he is before the Board in order to get a 

window approved.  He stated that he is leaving the existing door because 
it is a second means of egress exit.  Mr. Castellucci also explained that 

they will bring the door to code by modifying the door and installing a 

panic button because it currently does not have a panic device on it. 

 
Mr. Castellucci explained that he included photos of the progress of the 

work.  Mr. Castellucci explained that the first photo shows the existing 

condition of the building, which shows a green sign currently existing that 

they would like to remove.  He stated that the second photo outlined 
where the window would be located.  The third photo shows the actual 

window in place with the green sign still there.  He also stated that the 

last photo shows the window with the sign removed.  Mr. Castellucci said 

that there is an existing light on the window where it says “open” and that 
there is a side light on the left side and they would like to match it on the 

south side of the new window.   

 

Chairman Kelly stated he does not understand the sliver shown on the 

application.  Mr. Castellucci stated he thought they would balance out the 
window because inside there is a light by the door and then a dark line 

and he thought the sliver would balance it out on the other side.  Mr. 

Castellucci stated if the Board did not find it necessary he could take it 

out.  Jim MacDonald added that he believes there are two different 
vocabularies on this building.  Jim MacDonald stated that the storefront 

systems appear different.  Mr. Castelluci stated that they are going to 

match the existing with bronze anodized aluminum frame, and that they 

are going to match the existing in color and intent (because of the tinted 
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glass).  He said that he felt the way the double doors are proposed that 

the whole system will be identical.   

 
Chairman Kelly stated that he does not see a structural detail for the 

removal of the block wall.  Mr. Castellucci explained that there is a header 

that is 21x97 that runs about 20’ and the detail shows a profile of the high 

beam.  He explains that what is below the high beam is a CMU wall that is 
not bearing.  Chairman Kelly asks if he is taking out the block wall.  Mr. 

Castellucci said that there is a portion of it that will be removed.  Jim 

MacDonald questioned why the window isn’t going down to the ground like 

the others.  Mr. Castellucci said that he thought from the interior they 
were going to do a window sill 30” high inside the elevation.  He explained 

that that the actual floor is 21” off the grade and 21” plus 9” below the 

grade.  He said that it is 21” to the bottom of the emergency door plus 9”.   

 
Patty Kiernan asked if there was a reason he chose not to center the 

window.  She stated that the proposed window is not centered with the 

window above it.  Mr. Castellucci stated what they would like to do is line 

the bottom window with the upper window.  He stated that the window on 

the second floor will align with the window on the first floor.  Anne Houck 
asked how this proposal will change the interior of the space.  Mr. 

Castellucci stated that the interior will be lighter and more visible. 

 

Chairman Kelly stated that he would have things line up if he were 
submitting the application and had the lines go down to the floor to make 

the application cleaner.  Jim MacDonald stated that his concern is that this 

application is adding a third vocabulary to the building that already has 

two vocabularies.  He said from a building perspective it appears choppy.  
Jim MacDonald recommended running to the floor and line it up above is 

stronger for the building.  Bruce Hartleben stated that the landscaping 

covers the bottom of the window.  Anne Houck stated that only in the 

photograph (taken in the middle of the summer) does the landscaping 

cover the bottom of the window.  
 

Chairman Kelly advised Mr. Castellucci to submit revised drawings to the 

Building Department so that he could sign off on the revised drawings that 

match the modifications the Board has made without Mr. Castellucci 
having to appear before the Board again.   

 

Motion:  Jim MacDonald made the motion to accept the proposed 

window installation for Neo Bistro at 69 S Moger Avenue with the 
modifications that the glazing be brought down to grade to match 

the existing line, and that the left hand side lines up with the 

upper window.  Anne Houck seconded the motion.  All ayes. 

 
Returning Cases: 

 

1. Northern Westchester Hospital   Case #ARB08-36 

 400 Main Street      Parking Garage – 

 Mount Kisco, NY 10549    New Construction 
 

Chairman Kelly called the sixth case, Northern Westchester Hospital – 400 

Main Street.  Michael Caruso, Joel Seligman, Chris Shopinski, Doug 

Mayne, & Steve Doherty appeared before the Board. 
 

Chairman Kelly:  In general, tonight, what is our goal? 

 

Michael Caruso:  So we were before the Planning Board last week.  First I 
would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman and the Board, for putting us on 
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the agenda past the submission time.  So we went before the Planning 

Board last week and we presented to the Planning Board some 

modifications that we had made to the parking structure as it was in 2009, 
the last time it was before you.  Those changes consist of non-façade 

changes, in other words the brick façade and the stone that was originally 

presented then, is still on the building.  What we have done is we have 

costed out the price of that garage as that particular point.  We have a 
rock outcropping on where this garage is going so we have additional 

geotechnical data that was provided to us, and we realized that the cost of 

that particular garage far exceeded what our budget was.  So what we 

had to do was go back and see how we could reduce the cost of the 
garage by staying within the parameters that the Planning Board set for 

us, in other words, heights.  The way to do that was to create a more 

open garage which requires not to go down below the surface that much.  

In creating a more open garage we reduce the amount of ventilation that 
would be in there, and the amount of fire protection that would be in 

there.  This is a result of what you are going to see tonight.  At the same 

time this garage is a prefab garage.  In other words, all the components 

are going to be made off site someplace and then they are going to be 

brought in.  So at the same time as we sat down with our precasters we 
asked them what can we do for this _____ to save us some money, in 

other words, what they make in the factory.  We want to make it as non 

customizable as possible so that would require us to use all just standard 

beams.  So what you are going to see here, the biggest visual impact you 
are going to see, although we feel is very small is by just reducing some 

of these components that are on these spandrel beams and you’ll see that 

more as we walk through here. 

 
Chairman Kelly:  Ok. That’s great.  A couple things that I want to make 

sure of, because I have had conversations with other people other than 

this Board.  If the lighting has changed, because I know a year or so ago 

whenever you conceptually talked about this, we were concerned about 

lighting, and if it has changed a photometrics plan- be sure they get that, 
they understand it, and that there is no lighting going toward the 

neighborhood because it is not in here and if it has changed, get that 

because it is a very sensitive subject and there is rumblings about that. 

 
Michael Caruso:  Absolutely.  A subcommittee has developed from the 

Planning Board and is working specifically on that.  So lighting is not part 

of this because it wasn’t finalized then. 

 
Chairman Kelly:  Ok so that was number one.  Number two – we never 

looked at a banner sign on that front entrance.  Just a reminder.  It is 

getting cold.  I’ll go back to lighting again, when you are doing the lighting 

obviously be conscious about off premise lighting but obviously you still 
need security in the upper most parking garage - just to weigh both of 

them. 

 

Joel Seligman:  Just to introduce myself, I am Joel Seligman, I am the 

President of the Hospital.   
 

Chairman Kelly:  Yes, I think I met you at the opening. 

 

Joel Seligman:  I would also like to thank you for getting us on the 
agenda. 

 

Chairman Kelly:  Not a problem.  I commend your staff. 
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Michael Caruso:  So you have a question about what we are looking for.  I 

think the discussion with the Planning Board has been for us to get onto a 

schedule that we would like to get on so we don’t miss another meeting.  
The idea was to try and get an approval from the Planning Board after 

your approval or conditional or contingent on a final accepted lighting 

plan.   

 
Chairman Kelly:  Well and that is not going to affect your precast 

manufacturer.  Are they here tonight by the way? 

 

Michael Caruso:  No we haven’t engaged them yet. 
 

At this point in the meeting the Board was shown a powerpoint 

presentation.  The following are comments that were made during the 

presentation: 
 

Doug Mayne:  The slideshow, you have a copy of it in front of you, but it’s 

a close copy to the one we submitted last time with the addition of some 

of the differences that Mike was suggesting that we are going to review 

tonight.  But first to get our bearings we have the overall campus, the 
emergency department off to the left, and kind of an “as is” condition for 

the south end of the campus with the surface parking and the work 

related to the ED project as it stands right now.  This here is the proposed 

footprint for the new garage, which is about a 500 car garage.  If you’re 
interested in garage construction, it is a 3 bay style garage.  Let me point 

out on the campus side here at one of the upper levels and then there’s 

another level access point down below which takes care of the balance of 

some of the retail parking that we talked about before.  Getting in a little 
closer on the same sort of thing you can see a little bit more of the entry 

points.  And I guess as a point of reference the basic sides of the garage 

face here and the existing surface lot they are very close to being at the 

same spot if you had been up there you can kind of get a sense for where 

it is in relation to the ED.  Just going out level by level real quickly here, 
this is the lowest level now, the one which, and I’ve rotated the plan, 

south is down, north is up, the hospital is up top here. 

 

Chairman Kelly:  So it’s the retail level, right? 
 

Doug Mayne:  Right, this is the tail end of the retail shops and the main 

drag is out here.  This is the Saint Marks lot down along the bottom and 

you swing up into the 60 spaces that we had agreed upon creating 
dedicated to pure retail.  We’ve marked those off and we have a plus or 

point alignment saying we’re back changing it over to the hospital 

parking.  

 
Jim MacDonald:  So is that a dead end?  Just by curiosity, how does that 

work? 

 

Doug Mayne:  Yeah it’s a dead end.  Simple as that. 

 
Anne Houck:  Yeah it currently is not a dead end.  It has an exit onto St 

Marks at the far end of the parking lot but it will be a dead end. 

 

Doug Mayne:  Correct.  From that retail area you would ascend up into the 
first level which is kind of between the two entry points to the garage, the 

lowest one being down at the retail and the next one being the deck 

above this.  This is kind of an in between deck that is somewhat below 

and above the two grades.  It gets you in and out of the garage and it 
represents the typical construction of the garage.  There is a 1, 2, 3 bay, 
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we have the flat portion of the garage here in the lower portion, which 

basically mimics the profile along St Marks and that was one of the things 

we had done with you all and zoning to try to control the height of the 
garage is by locating the ramp portion in that position there to depress 

the height of the garage along that corner.  Here’s another entry point 

which occurs off the ED double and then we have a cop deck which is 

essentially one level above that grade where the ED entry is up on the 
hospital and under drawings you have in front of you and off on the top 

corner of these plates there’s a little diagram that has a reference.  They 

are confusing plans to read but that little matrix… 

 
Anne Houck:  But this is essentially the roof? 

 

Doug Mayne:  That is correct. 

 
Anne Houck:  Okay. 

 

Doug Mayne:  The little bump here that you’ve seen on the other level; 

that’s for the stairs and elevators, that’s the front door to the hospital side 

of the garage.  And now we are going to do a set of before and afters and 
again, repeating what Mike said, we have done a lot of work to try and 

control costs and address constructability issues and part of that effort, a 

lot of it, was really geared toward trying to disturb as little as possible all 

the good work that we had done with you folks and zoning to try to 
preserve everything that we were hoping to achieve before.  Hopefully, 

these are very subtle and very simple changes that address the 

constructability issues and cost.  This is a before plate from 2009, which is 

essentially before and if you were to re-look at the north elevation here, 
for instance, you’ll see some major piers and some minor piers between 

them.  Essentially, the minor piers go away in our proposed scheme and 

as much as that’s a cost savings, just as a point of fact, it’s also a way 

that we can achieve the free area required around the perimeter of the 

somewhat subterranean decks to be able to avoid the mechanical 
ventilation and sprinklers but that’s a way for us to achieve that openness 

that we need to achieve.  That’s getting into a couple pairs of befores and 

afters.  What you want to do is kind of zero in on the bay and with a 

typical bay you can see the change from one to the next because it is not 
a big change.  There’s before and after.  Again all the basic architecture, 

the coping gesture we had before, the major piers, the color of the 

materials, everything is the same, and again it’s really just coming down 

to the essentials of taking out the intermediate piers to get the openness… 
 

Jim MacDonald:  Question, because I was not part of the Board in 2009 

but, is it all three tabs, is there metal into this design?  What is the 

material composition? 
 

Doug Mayne:  The palette basically and I’m going to refer to the ED if you 

have seen that at all, the buff colored element here that is a thin brick 

that is applied to the precast spandrel and from a construction standpoint, 

there are big concrete spandrels but they have a brick pattern that has an 
actual brick applied to it.  Some of the smaller accents, the large cap on 

the garage, that’s a white precast that’s going to be in the family of some 

of the precasts we have on the Emergency Department.  We have some of 

that trim and accent on that building.  At the entry point, you are going to 
have some of that same stone that the ED introduced there as well.  It’s 

going to be that same palette worked into the garage aesthetic here.  

Here’s another angle from another corner and the intermediate piers go 

away so we can generate the openness we are looking to generate to 
avoid the mechanical ventilation.  Hospital side, again not big changes.  
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This is where more materials evolved from the ED are going to be 

introduced.  You’ll see some stone.  Here we are going to give a little bit 

of metal and window elements that are identical to the garage.  Here 
we’re a little closer.  You can tell a little bit in this sketch here not only is 

the material palette brought across, but we also have some of the 

etchings and the profiles also that you see at the top of the Emergency 

Department.  You’re going to see that here as well.  We haven’t changed 
that.  That has been preserved.  Again it’s the before and after related to 

the secondary piers that really change what’s going on. 

 

Jim MacDonald:  So you’ve also gotten rid of the archways in the precast?   
 

Doug Mayne:  Correct, and that was an outcome of some of the 

discussions with the precasters and it was a challenge and it was an 

expense.  And then the lighting, we talked about that a little bit because 
there’s just a couple of plates related to the lighting options and this is the 

beginning of all the options that we’ll be talking about with that 

subcommittee.  The shorter poles, you need more of them.  Taller poles, 

fewer of them. 

 
Jim MacDonald:  I’m sorry, go back to that slide so I can ask this 

question. On the upper level, third level, it looks like a bay is filled in.  Is 

that an optical illusion or is that correct? 

 
Doug Mayne:  No, that is a panel related to the earthquake resistance of 

the building that had to be introduced as part of the… 

 

Jim MacDonald:  So it’s a five bay I assume with the center? 
 

Doug Mayne:  Correct.  Those two decks represent five bays.  That bay in 

particular, again, the nature of the scale, the sketch model here doesn’t 

really have a planting showing that really.  It’s not going to be seen there 

very much.  The slope of that hill blocks it from Main Street.  You really 
don’t see it.  You might get a shot here in the winter time.  This is just 

reintroducing here, this is the shelving before we go green, this is a 

computer rendering and that is what we end up with.  Just as a point of 

reassurance and what we’re presenting, we will execute this just as 
beautifully as we did the Emergency Department.  And again, here is 

another kind of before and after.  So that is the slideshow. 

 

Chairman Kelly:  How are we doing the roof drainage?  Is it just going to 
the storm basins?   

 

Michael Caruso:  The roof drainage?   

 
Chairman Kelly:  Yes.  The surface is substantially larger. 

 

Michael Caruso:  For the parking structure?  Yes.  That is all certainly 

being calculated by Scott Blakely who works for Insite Engineering.  All  

the calculations will be passed through DOT.  I don’t think they’re 
increasing it too much because remember the emergency room, we have 

a green roof on the emergency room so we save on a storm system by 

virtue of that alone.  So there were no objections by any regulatory 

agencies.  We have our permits. 
 

Jim MacDonald:  Was there any discussion on doing a system for this? 
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Chris Shopinski:  We actually installed two storm detention systems with 

the gate to accommodate this also; this was all worked in to the 

calculations.   
Patty Kiernan:  It is a beautiful garage. 

 

Chairman Kelly:  I think you are just really looking tonight for our 

conceptual blessing on this, correct?  Ultimately, you are going to be 
coming back for potential signage, if there is any more, and there 

probably will be.  There will probably be some signage restrictions on the 

retail side.  I don’t know if you have really thought about it yet.  Do we 

have any signage going at the entrance of the garage?   
 

Michael Caruso:  There will be.  Remember, we brought before you our 

campus signage package.  So we set that campus signage package up so 

actually we did directions to our buildings such as the Wallace building or 
to the parking structure.  We actually don’t foresee much signage coming 

in before you, but certainly if it does, we will come before you. 

 

Chairman Kelly:  So it’s really down to lighting. 

 
Michael Caruso:  So it’s lighting.  What we did when we went before the 

Planning Board was, we certainly asked them to, we’re looking at, if we 

could go with footings and foundations, if we could get that released then 

we will be able to full design and go ahead and order our precast, because 
again, we need to place the order for this precast.  Even though there is 

not much construction in the economy, there are people out there building 

parking structures.  So that is what we would like to go for, while we 

continue to develop the parking with the Planning Board, the 
subcommittee, keep going with that and we had some requests that they 

brought to us about charging statements and what not.  We didn’t want to 

hold this up because this is all on weather.  We want to get into the 

ground into the spring so we can start.  We still need to bid it out.  With 

the rock we may have to blast it so we have to do all those calculations. 
 

Chairman Kelly:  What is the control mechanism for the retail section?  

What’s to stop somebody from parking there? 

 
Michael Caruso:  There are currently no controls in place right now for 

retail.  There had to be free access and now there is no charge there.  

What you saw before was we had to allocate, as agreed to by the Planning 

Board, the sixty spaces based on that retail.  So they’ve dedicated, so 
there’s no control that currently goes on there.  It’s free in and out of 

there.  Basically, if you are parking there, you are really only visiting there 

but there is no migration from our parking side to the retail side because 

there was a restriction on us that we didn’t want to have people exiting 
out onto St Marks.  So there are no controls there.  There are certainly 

controls within the parking structure for our staff. 

 

Joel Seligman:  There is a barrier envisioned that doesn’t allow migration 

from one side to the other. 
 

Bruce Hartleben:  So you are not allowing either cars or people?  You 

couldn’t park and walk?   

 
Michael Caruso:  Again, with egresses, you can’t stop people from walking 

through there.  The way people want to park, somebody’s going to park in 

CVS in order to avoid paying a couple of bucks a day.  That’s difficult for 

us to control that.  We discourage it, but unfortunately it does happen.  
It’s very difficult to control.  The other piece that I think you should know 
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is that we are currently busing our staff down to Chappaqua also.  So 

there are certainly fees for that as well.  So we have to pay for these 

buses and we have been doing that.  We want to stop that because it is a 
significant amount of money.  Those are all of the things collectively that 

are driving this. 

 

Jim MacDonald:  That’s a big inconvenience for a couple hundred staff. 
 

Chairman Kelly:  All of the exterior landscaping now has been resolved 

with the neighbors and all that with screening? 

 
Michael Caruso:  Yeah, so there was a landscaping plan that was brought 

back when we had site plan approval.   

 

Chairman Kelly:  Nothing has changed based on that?   
 

Michael Caruso:  Nothing has changed based on that and certainly, if this 

offers us any additional setbacks that we can enhance a little bit with 

larger trees, we may do that; but we wouldn’t make those changes 

without as least coming forward.  What was approved is what we are 
doing. 

 

Jim MacDonald:  I think the main concern would be noise for the 

neighbors.  Now that you’re opening it up, which sure is a good savings to 
open this up without the ventilation.  The additional noise from the 

parking versus the neighborhood would be a concern.  I would certainly 

suggest looking at that just from the issue of the noise etc. 

 
Chairman Kelly:  You bring up a good point.  You’re going to be potentially 

blasting, chipping, and God knows what.  Has anyone thought about hours 

of operation for that? 

 

Chris Shopinski:  Yeah that is actually all covered in the resolution by 
Village Ordinance. 

 

Michael Caruso:  The guidelines were developed by the Town of 

Greenburgh.  The Village of Mount Kisco adopted the Town of Greenburgh 
plan and we’ve already prepared for it. 

 

Chairman Kelly:  Are crushing operations going be on there, do you know? 

 
Michael Caruso:  No. 

 

Jim MacDonald:  So I just have a couple of suggestions.  In looking at the 

exit as you exit out the elevator area, the stair core where they are going 
to have a lot of traffic with people.  It’s pretty tight in the plan versus the 

rendering.  The width should be shown as more open.  So keep that in 

mind.  If you go back to a slide where you show people exiting there, see 

what the plan looks like.  So if people are exiting out of that core to go to 

the parking, I bet there are quite a few people at a time, that’s a pretty 
tight… You’re going to be entering where the stripes are, correct, if you’re 

on another floor? 

  

Doug Mayne:  Correct.  You’ll come right on access with those. 
 

Jim MacDonald:  So those two vans there, handicapped vans there, 

someone there is going to walk out… it would be nice if you could get it to 

work again, I understand you’re not  _____ with spaces but from a 
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liability perspective, a safety perspective, all that, if that could be opened 

up more, I think it would be advantageous for the visitors. 

 
Michael Caruso:  There will be dedicated van parking.  I don’t know if 

those are the ones but I know there is certainly dedicated van parking 

with signage. 

 
Doug Mayne:  We’ve already gone, as Michael was saying about the 

campus signage.  Right now there is a loop road that’s been under this for 

this project, but the traffic is not directed on that loop.  That’s a staff only 

loop.  As far as the public is concerned, they’re going to be coming in and 
they have, nine out of ten of the folks are going to be directed into the 

garage as visitors’ parking basically.  Our employees might be coming in 

there.  And then you do have just the traffic only way here becoming long 

into this cul-de-sac. 
 

Jim MacDonald:  Yeah, I was more concerned once you get into the 

garage when you have people on the upper floors.  What happens at that 

point?   The other issue, I just don’t understand logistically, is the retail 

parking.  I know you’re dead-ending this but are there spaces that aren’t 
really usable because how do you physically pull out if you have dead 

ends?  Normally you have a place where you can turn. 

 

Doug Mayne:  You’ll have to retire the last two spots at the dead end to 
be able to do a K turn out at the last parking space.     

 

Jim MacDonald: There’s a minor change on the south elevation, the large 

south elevation; it still shows the arches.  I think certainly we’ve all been 
through this exercise 

 

Doug Mayne:  Yes, I know. 

 

Jim MacDonald:  I think certainly we have all been through this exercise of 
value engineering.  The quality of work that you did on the Emergency 

Department was tremendous.  I think it is suffering a little bit through the 

value engineering process but I understand at a certain point you have to 

pay for it.  If the arches could be worked back in, I think it would certainly 
help add a scale to it but again there’s a budgetary issue you have to look 

at. 

 

Chairman Kelly:  I frankly would rather see them put it towards 
landscaping.  Looking at the landscaping that you have already layed out.  

Now it’s been there for years and it’s starting to take some life and it 

really softens the deck.  The arch is nice but I would rather see more 

screening.   
 

Doug Mayne:  That’s a big design element for this garage too. We have 

sixty feet of buffer and that’s great. 

 

Chairman Kelly:  Well this is a massive building.  It really is. 
 

Doug Mayne:  Right, and you want to have that much buffer and usually 

you don’t so it is going to be quite a luxury and it’s going to be very nice I 

think against that garage.   
 

Chairman Kelly:  Any thought on making that into a pocket park for staff? 

 

Michael Caruso:  I think it’s an excellent point and it does lend itself some 
opportunity for that I think.   
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Chairman Kelly:  Yeah, it was just a thought.  Ok, so let’s get a motion out 

there for them to proceed to their next step. 
Anne Houck:  I move that we accept the proposal for changes in 

the Northern Westchester Hospital parking garage new 

construction as presented with the understanding future 

necessary changes will be discussed with the Architectural Review 
Board as necessary and with the Planning Board as already 

decided. 

 

Chairman Kelly:  And in addition, obviously, there was no 
application submitted tonight so let’s get that in and finish that 

up.  All right, second? 

 

Patti Kiernan:  I second. 
 

Chairman Kelly:  All in favor? 

 

All Ayes. 

 
 

Minutes:  

 

July 20, 2011  
 

Motion:  Patty Kiernan made the motion to approve the minutes 

from the July 20, 2011 Architectural Review Board meeting as 

presented.  Bruce Hartleben seconded the motion.  All ayes. 
 

September 21, 2011 

 

Motion:  Anne Houck made the motion to approve the minutes 

from the September 21, 2011 Architectural Review Board meeting 
as presented.  Bruce Hartleben seconded the motion.  All ayes. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 9:30 pm. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

Kevin Kelly 
Chairman 

 

 

 


